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SEEK ADVICE

Seek advice before
purchasing the product.
Is it right for you?

Seek Advice.
?

?

Wear protective
clothing
where required

When Applying

1. Seek advice before
purchasing the product.
Is it right for you?

Read carefully the text on the
product label. Follow safety
precautions and application conditions
such as dosage, prohibitions, and the waiting
time between
application
harvest.
6. Make
sure tolast
respect
the and
environment

applying. Apply only according to
WHEN APPLYING when
label recommendations for timing,

2. Read carefully the text
on the product label.
Follow safety precautions
and application conditions
such as dosage,
prohibitions, and the
waiting timeDobetween
lastor
not eat, drink
application and harvest.
smoke while using plant
protection products.

weather conditions etc. Ensure that
pesticides does not reach surface
water, get into the ground water or the
sewage system.

After Application
Make sure to respect the environment
when applying. Apply only according to
7. Wash and Clean equipment
Adhere to the
label recommendations for timing, weather
thoroughly.conditions etc. Ensure that pesticides does
recommended rate to
protect the environment not reach surface water, get into the ground
and health.
water or the sewage system.

Wash your hands carefully with
AFTER APPLICATION8.soap
and water.

3. Wear protective
clothing where required

4. Do not eat, drink or
smoke while using plant
protection products.
Wash your hands
Wash and Clean
equipment thoroughly. 5. Adhere tocarefully
the with soap
recommended and
ratewater.
to
protect the environment
and health.

9. Dispose of empty packages and
remnants appropriately.
Store the
products properly.
10. Store the products
properly.
Products
in
their
original packaging
Products in their original packaging
be kept
in secure
Dispose ofshould
Triple be keptshould
in secure
cabinet
at cabinet at
moderate temperatures. Do not store near
Rinsed empty moderate
packages temperatures.
Do not store
food and feed. Take precautions to keep out
and remnants
near food and feed. Take precautions
of reach children and animals.
appropriately.
to keep out of reach children and
animals.

